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NOKOMIS
Security™

Staying Safe Online
Nine general tips for staying safe online:

1. Install Anti-Virus Software

Anti-virus software that protects against viruses, Trojans, worms and spyware. Some anti-virus
software even lets you know if websites you are visiting are safe before you go there. This is a great 
way to prevent possible problems.

2. Create Passwords and Passphrases That Can Not Be Easily Guessed

Some websites have minimum requirements for passwords. Following those minimum requirements 
are always good, but there is a lot to know about making passwords strong and safe. To learn more 
about making a strong password, see “How to create a strong password” in “Section 2: Keeping Safe 
Online”.

3. Be Extremely Cautious Sharing Any Personal Information Online

Sometimes sharing information can seem harmless, such as your pet or old pet’s names, a nostalgic 
post about the home or street you used to live on, or even your birthday. This kind of information 
shared happens to be some of the most frequently asked security questions on the internet. Sharing 
this information if you use these security questions can put your accounts at risk.

To learn more about keeping your personal information safe online, see “Personal Information” in 
“Section 2: Keeping Safe Online”.

4. Set up Your Wi-Fi Network with a Strong Password

When you have home Internet, you can protect it with a password. Usually, it is pre-set with a 
password from your modem/router. Changing this password to a strong password or passphrase can 
help stop hackers and malicious people from connecting to your home internet and causing harm.
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5. Always Run System Updates on Your Devices

Update software, devices, and apps regularly. Newer versions of software fix discovered security 
flaws. This keeps you safer and less vulnerable online.

6. Never Store Sensitive Information Long-Term

Permanently delete sensitive data from your devices as soon as you don’t need it anymore. 
Sometimes we forget about personal information our devices have - such as passwords, tax 
documents, and other personally identifying information. You want to keep as little of this 
information available as possible in case your device is ever stolen, hacked, or compromised by 
malware.

7. Never Click on a Link or Pop-Up From Someone You Don’t Know

Have you ever received a text, email, or Facebook message containing a link, and you don’t know 
who sent it? Oftentimes these links are malicious and are trying to steal your information. 
Just like when someone calls you claiming to be someone they are not to scam you.

Unfortunately, sometimes these scams seem pretty real - either by saying they are Amazon or 
Canada Post and you have an undelivered package, or that they are a big company like Paypal or 
Netflix saying there is a charge on your account and you can “fix it” by visiting their link. Sometimes 
these scams can pretend to come from your bank, a different bank, or from the government. To avoid 
these scams, you can reach out directly to the companies (through phone or their known, trusted 
email) to see if the email is real. Never click unknown links. If it is too good to be true then it proba-
bly is! If sotvmeone asks you to install programs so they can remote access your computer, talk to 
someone who knows about computers. Most times, no company will ask you for this even if they are 
a “help” or “support” company.

8. Take Time to Learn About Phishing Scams and Other Threats

Taking the time to learn about what threats are out there can help you better prepare and protect 
yourself. The more you know, the more you can keep an eye out to keep you and your loved ones 
safe!

9. Use Multi-Factor Authentication / Two-Factor Authentication

Sometimes called “2SV” or “Two Step Verification”, Multi-Factor Authentication / Two-Factor 
Authentication lets you add an additional layer of security to your devices and account. 

Multi-factor authentication requires additional verification (like a PIN or fingerprint) to access your   
devices or accounts. Two-factor authentication is a type of multi-factor authentication. An example  
of two-factor authentication is when creating an email account you are asked to give a phone   
number as well. This allows your email provider to reach you itn different ways to validate that it is 
really you.
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Personal Information

What is considered “personal information”?

Important Examples Include:

• Full name
• Birthday
• Phone number
• Work history
• Social insurance number
• Usernames and passwords
• Banking information

That information makes up your digital identity. You might be sharing it without even know-
ing how important it is. A lot of this information is used when registering for new accounts, 
placing orders online, or for:

• Social media
• Financial services
• Cloud services
• Web browsers
• Online databases
• Online subscriptions

5555 5555 5555
exp: 01/23 

Your Name 

DOB

555-555-5555
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How do you know when, where, and how to share information? 

You are probably aware that sharing personal information online, such as your home address 
or phone number, should be done with caution. You may be surprised to learn that 
sometimes, seemingly unimportant things —like the name of your first pet—can be used to 
steal your 
information.

Always be cautious when sharing any information online, even if it doesn’t seem important. 
Think about the following advice to keep your information safe:

Don’t give away information used in your security questions for your 
account safety.

For example, a nostalgic post about your primary school can seem like a heartfelt 
remembrance. However, your information may be compromised if the name of your 
institution appears as a security question on any of your accounts.

Often, quizzes and games that “tell you about you” - like “are you a narcissist,” “what is your 
spirit animal”, “what is your horoscope,” “what is the name of your one true love,” can collect 
your personal information and make it available to anyone online.

Sometimes your personal information is collected by responding to a “fun” post online. 
Things like “What was your first car?” and “what is your ____ name” that asks for your first 
initial and birth month give the public personal information. The Information asked for in 
these posts also happen to be some of the most frequently asked security questions on the 
internet.
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Be careful posting pictures and information that can show unwanted people where 
you are, where you live, or whether or not you are home.

Always be sure that images don't include any sensitive information before posting them online. 
Moving is exciting, so you might want to tell your friends about it, but posting a photo of you 
next to a street sign could reveal your address to strangers and cybercriminals.

Even though you've been looking forward to your family trip, you should hold off on posting 
about it until you get home in order to prevent telling any potential burglars that your home is 
empty.

You don’t always need to make an account to use a website or app, even if 
they ask.

These days, it seems like almost every website you visit offers the option of creating an 
account. However, having to register isn't always required. Sometimes, the option is simply 
provided to gather your personal information.

App store games and quizzes that ask you to log into social media in order to receive a result 
are probably not warranted in accessing that data.

Think about why that website or app would require your information before creating new 
accounts or integrating them with existing ones. Does a website need your address if it isn't 
sending you anything by mail? Why would your entire name be required for a TV character 
quiz?

Always share as little information as possible.

Never reveal information online unless there is a need for it. Avoid saving sensitive data (such 
as payment information) to your account if it's not necessary. Entering your email on a 
“sketchy website” can put you on spam lists for life.
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How to Create a Strong Password

What is a Password?

A password is a combination of characters (letters, numbers, and symbols) you select to secure an 
account or device. 

Example: 75Passwords!!!

A passphrase is a combination of random words you select to secure an account or device. These can 
include symbols and numbers if the account allows it, and usually does not have spaces in between 
the words.

Example: $This-Is-A-Passphrase!4695

To create a strong password or passphrase keep these in mind:

1. The longer the password or passphrase the stronger it is.
2. Using letters, numbers, and symbols (ex. @, &, *) make stronger passwords and passphrases.
3. Do not make your password or passphrase something personal, like a nickname or important date.

These are easier to guess.
4. Do not use old passwords or passphrases.
5. Do not use similar passwords (ex. Site A Password: S@fePassword1 and

Site B Password: S@fePassword2).

Most passwords or passphrases will require specific rules by the website (Ex. Must contain at least: 
one uppercase and one lowercase letter, one number, one symbol, and be at least 10 digits long). 
Following these rules should be seen as the minimum requirement and it is better to include more to 
make the password more secure.

Klick_!istheB3st
***********
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Password Managers

It may seem difficult to remember all of these passwords, so it is important to use a password manager. 
Password managers safely store all of your passwords behind a single master password. This way you 
just need to remember the master password to access all the others. There are several password 
management options available.

The above image is an example of a password manager for Microsoft Edge
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How to Safely Store Passwords

Many internet browsers come with built-in password management software. When creating a 
login for a website, you will be asked if you’d like to save your username and password for 
future visits to the website. This option is useful if you are the only user of the device or trust 
others who will use it.

Never save passwords on public computers - it can give others access to your accounts.

To use a password manager, navigate to the intended website, input their information into the login 
boxes (username/number and password), click enter, and then select the option “Remember Me”.
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Keeping a Written Record

Even when using a password manager, it is recommended to save your login information in a physical 
form (Ex. written down in a notebook). 

Make sure you keep your written passwords in a safe place, away from public spaces. For example, 
keep it in a private place where people are unlikely to “snoop around”  instead of beside a shared 
computer or in shared living spaces like a living room or dining room.

If you are getting rid of your written passwords, make sure you securely shred or destroy the notebook 
or page(s) and any other dotcuments containing personal information, usernames, and passwords. 
Even old and unused passwords can be a key for criminals to get into current accounts.
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This section contains tips, tricks, and troubleshooting for a more 
stable internet connection. Not all of these steps may apply to your 
situation, Internet Service Provider (ISP), or your device.

How to Have a Stable Internet
Connection

What to Do

1. Turn things off and on again.

  First, power cycle everything to see if your Wi-Fi speed improves.

W W W
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Unplug your modem or wireless gateway.

• Wait 30 seconds, and then plug it back in.

• Repeat the process if you have a router.

• A power cycle clears the modem and router memory and gives it a fresh start.

• Turn off the Wi-Fi on all your wireless devices.

• Wait a few seconds, then turn Wi-Fi back on.

• Allow these devices to reconnect and see if your connection improves.

Keep in mind that doing this will leave you without internet for a few minutes, so plan to 
restart your equipment at a time when no one needs an internet connection.
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2. Close Extra Internet Tabs, Windows, and Programs.

  Close anything you aren't using on your device. The more things you have open, the more your 
  computer needs to think about. When you close unused or unnecessary things, your device can   
  focus on what you need it to. 

  This helps keep a stable internet connection and can help your device work faster.
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3. Clear Your Cache.

  The t stores temporary information on your device. This can help speed up a 
  computer, since it can help take less time to load websites you use often. But, if the cache   
  gets too full, it can slow your device down.

4. Move and Clean Your Router.

 • Move your router to a central location, somewhere high like on top of a book shelf. 

 • Know the range of your router, and make sure it is put somewhere all your used devices  
   can reach the Wi-Fi signal. The closer your device is to the router, the stronger the signal  
   and the faster your internet will be.

 • If your router has antennas, you can adjust them to improve signal strength. 

 • Make sure to keep the area around your router free of clutter, and keep it away from 
    things like home phone sets and other wires. 

 • Clean dust from your router with compressed air, and wipe any dust from the surface  
    with a soft cloth. 
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5. Use an Ethernet cable.

  A wired connection to your router is faster, and more stable. The cable gets the signal directly to your device.
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6. Cut Off Unused Devices.

  Having many things using Wi-Fi all at once can make your internet slower. 

 • Unplug anything you have connected with an ethernet cable you do not need 
 • Turn off unused devices, or turn off the Wi-Fi connection on the device

  The quickest way to disconnect nonessential devices is to change your Wi-Fi passwords   
  and reboot your router. You will then need to log back in to your network with the new 
  password on every device you currently use. This method will get rid of all unnecessary   
  connections.

7. Add a Password to Your Wi-Fi.

  If you don't already have a password for your Wi-Fi, you should add one to make sure only   
  your devices are connected, and not unwanted devices. Having a password makes your   
  connection more secure and stable. Make sure to change your password if your Wi-Fi  
  device already came with one. The standardized passwords that come with the device are 
  usually less secure than setting your own password. See “How to create a strong 
  password” in Section 1.

Too many devices at once means slower internet for every device.
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8. Check For Things Running in the Background.

  This tip is for laptop and desktop computers: If the Internet on your desktop or laptop is   
  slow, but other devices seem fine, open your Task Manager or Activity Monitor and see   
  which programs are running in the background. 

  If you open your task manager or activity monitor and see high numbers, things highlighted,  
  or anything suspicious - talk with someone you trust or a professional to see how you can  
  help your computer run better.

  Do not end tasks or close things from the task manager or activity tracker if you are  
  unsure what they are. Instead, if you find things like these, talk with someone you trust or  
  speak with a professional. 

  Sometimes essential parts of our computer are working hard to keep our device running 
  well, but have a really funny name! These tunknown things may be helpful, harmless, 
  useless, or even viruses. So it's always good to talk with someone you trust or get your   
  device looked at by a professional when you see things running that you don't 
  know - especially if they have high numbers under "CPU."

  The CPU is the brain of a computer. Doing too many things at once can slow down the CPU. 
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9. Consider Your Data Cap.

  A data cap means you can use a certain amount of data (Internet usage) every month. If  
  you go over your data limit, your Internet Service Provider (ISP) will make your internet 
  speed really slow.

  If you don’t know if you have a data cap, check your bill or call your Internet Service 
  Provider.
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How to Clear Browser Cache
 
Google Chrome:

 1. Open Google Chrome
 2. Click the three-dot menu at the upper right
 3. Scroll to the History tab
 4. Click "History" in the menu that appears
 5. Click "Clear browsing data"
 6. Click "Clear data"
.

How to: Clear Your Cache on 
a Computer
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Firefox:

 1. Open Firefox
 2. Click the three horizontal lines to open the menu
 3. Click "Options" 
 4. On the "Privacy & Security" page click "Clear History…"
 5. Click "Clear Now"

Microsoft Edge:

 1. Open Microsoft Edge
 2. Click the three-dot menu 
 3. Click "Settings"
 4. In the Clear browsing data section, click "Choose what to clear" 
 5. Click "Clear”
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How to Clear Operating System Cache

How to Clear Your Cache on Windows Computers:

 1. Click Start, and then type "Disk Cleanup"
 2. Click Disk Cleanup when it appears in the search results
 3. Make sure that drive "C:" is selected, and click "OK"
 4. Check the box next to "Temporary files" 
DO NOT CHECK ANY OTHER FILES.
 5. Click "OK"

 
How to Clear Your Cache on a Mac:

 1. In Finder, select Go > Go to Finder
 2. Enter ~/Library/Caches in the window that appears
 3. Click Go, and you’ll be taken to your Caches folder
 4. This takes you to the cache folder. Now, delete anything you don’t want
 

How to Clear Individual App Caches on Mac:

 1. In Finder, select Go > Go to Finder
 2. Enter ~/Library/Caches  
 3. Click Go
 4. Look for files that include the name of the app you’re looking for
 5. Drag them to the Trash, and empty it
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Android

Clear Cache in Chrome:

 1. Open the Chrome app on your mobile device
 2. Tap the three-dot icon, found at the top right, to open a dropdown menu
 3. Tap History, then Clear browsing data
 4. Choose how far back you’d like to clear your cache from - such as the last hour, day,   
     week, or even for all time!
 5. Select Cached images and files
 6. Tap the Clear data button to clear the cache

Clear Cache of Apps on an Android Phone:
 
 1. Open the settings menu
 2. Tap Apps
 3. You should see a list of all of your apps and the total local storage space they take up. 
    Tap on the app you’d like to clear the cache of.
 4. Tap storage
 5. Tap Clear cache

Do not tap Clear data, it will give you a warning that it will delete files, settings, and 
account information!

How to: Clear Your Cache on 
Mobile Devices

10:10
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Apple

Clear Cache in Safari : 

 1. Open the Settings app and tap Safari
 2. Scroll down and tap Clear History and Website Data
 3. A pop-up will ask if you really want to clear Safari's data. Confirm to clear the cache

Clear Cache of Apps on an Apple Phone: 

*This temporarily removes the app to free up space, the app can be reinstalled through 
the same process

 1. Open the Settings app and tap General, then select iPhone Storage
 2. You should see a list of all of your apps. Tap on the app you’d like to clear the cache of
 3. Tap Offload App

.
 

Android Apple
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This tool has tips for finding what you're looking for using the
Google search engine.

How to Search with Google 

Tip 1: Know What Type of Information You’re Looking For

  Commonly “Googled” information includes:

  Definitions, General Information, Photos, Location Information, and Articles. Searching for 
  different things means talking to Google in different ways and choosing different options.

Definitions

  Put “define” in front of any word to see its definition. Ex. “define technology”- Tells you the 
  definition and uses for the word technology.
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Looking for Another Word for Something? 

  Put “another word for” before your search to find related words. This is great for resumes  
  and writing in general. Ex. “another word for learning”- Google suggests studying, training,   
  research, and many more!

General Information

  Calculations: Enter a math equation like “225/7”
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Unit Conversions: 

  Enter any conversion, like “6 tablespoons to cups”.

Photos

  Switch to the “Images” tab to search for pictures instead. All results will be pictures  
  instead of websites. Clicking on a picture will take you to the website it comes from.

Location Information

  Weather: Search weather to see the weather in your location or add a city name. Example: “weather  
  Batchewana First Nation”, to find the weather forecast in Batchewana First Nation. You can even  
  search for certain days! Example: “weather this Friday in Batchewana First Nation”

  Businesses: Want to know where the closest restaurant is to yourself?
  Try searching “restaurants near me”, it will show you their addresses and reviews.
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Articles

  Want to learn about new things? Switch to the “News” tab to see news articles based on the topic  
  you type in.

You can also check out “Google Scholar” at scholar.google.ca to find academic articles and 
scholarly literature.

Tip 2: Add more or better descriptive words.

  When you're deciding what words to put in the search box, try to choose words that are likely to  
  appear on the site you're looking for. For example, instead of saying “my head hurts”, say 
  “headache”, because that’s the word a medical site would use. Being as specific as possible will  
  help your search!

Tip 3: Google will do its best to understand you.

  Google's spell checker automatically uses the most common spelling of a given word, whether or   
  not you spell it correctly. Google searches are also not case-sensitive. This means that searching for  
  “cats” will give the same results as searching for “CATS”.
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How to Fill Out Forms Online

It is important to know when it is or isn’t okay to complete forms online.

You should fill out forms when:

 • It is for the government, healthcare, or mental healthcare.

 • You are signing up for a new service.

You shouldn’t fill out forms when:
 
 • You don’t know the website.

 • They are asking for more information than makes you comfortable. Check in with someone more   
    familiar with filling in forms online, or speak with a representative over the phone or in-person if 
    possible.
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Fill out all required fields. Some fields may be optional, it is up to you if you want to fill them out. 
There may be “drop down boxes” such as the “Province” box in the illustration above. 
Clicking/tapping the drop down arrow will give you a list of options. Select your answer. 

If this is a frequently visited form, you can select “Save this information for next time”. The next time 
you open the form, the information will be already filled out and can continue without having to 
re-enter the information.

Payment Form

Sample Form
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These forms are for making payments. In this example, a number of credit cards are available like 
Visa or Mastercard. Be sure your method of payment is accepted. In the “Security code” field above, 
you will see a question mark. This will tell you about the field and where to find the information.

If your credit card is registered to a different address than what you’ve filled out for shipping 
information, you must select “Use a different billing address”. This will open up an area where you 
can fill out the address which is registered to your credit card.

It is not advised to select “Save this information for next time” for 
credit card or banking information.

Security Questions

You may have to answer some simple security questions which will help confirm your account. 
These questions may include “what was your first pet” or “what’s your mothers maiden name”. 
There may be more than one question and you can choose which ones to answer. Pick the 
questions that you know well as you may need them in the future to verify it is your account.

Never fill out personal information or banking information unless you have checked that you are on a 
secure website. In the address bar of the website, it should start with https (the “s” assures you it is 
a secure site).

CAPTCHA

CAPTCHA is a way for companies on the internet to tell if real people are filling in forms or signing up 
for services.

Sample CAPTCHA:

When you check the box that says “I’m not a robot”, sometimes pictures will appear. It may ask you 
to select the pictures that have the same type of image, or part of an image in them. For example 
“please select all images of boats”

This is to ensure a human has filled out the form and not a computer program trying to steal your 
information. Other forms of CAPTCHA are a series of numbers or letters which you have to enter into 
a field. As programs progress CAPTCHA updates with different kinds of verification methods.
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How to Access Health and Mental 
Healthcare Online and Over the Phone

In a Medical Emergency, Call 911 Immediately.

If you are looking for health or mental health care, there are many online resources to access. This 
tool will help you understand some of the resources available, and how to access them online.

Health Care

Health Connect Ontario is one of the best resources for getting healthcare advice, and referrals to 
in-person healthcare.

Access safe, high-quality care and avoid unnecessary visits to the emergency room. 
This service is an easy way to get connected to the care you or your loved ones need, 24/7.
 
Phone number: 811

Telehealth Ontario helps with general non-emergency health inquiries/information. 
Email: info@ontariohealth.ca or Toll Free: 1-877-280-8538

Batchewana Health Centre for Support: 705-254-7827 
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Mental Health Care

Mental health and wellness include both the mental and emotional aspects of being such as how you 
think and feel. Some signs of good mental health include:

 • Knowing and taking pride in who you are
 • Enjoying life
 • Being able to form and maintain satisfying relationships
 • Coping with stress in a positive way
 • Striving to realize your potential
 • Having a sense of personal control

If you're experiencing emotional distress and want to talk, contact the toll-free Hope for Wellness Help 
Line at 1-855-242-3310 or the online chat at hopeforwellness.ca open 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week.

Telephone and online chat counselling services are available in English and French and, upon 
request, telephone counselling is also available in Cree, Ojibway, and Inuktitut.

For counselling and long-term support contact the nearest Canadian Mental Health Association 
Branch. http://cmha.ca/find-help/find-cmha-in-your-area/

Sault Ste. Marie/Algoma Branch: 
386 Queen Street East, Sault Ste. Marie Canada Phone: 705-759-0458 
Email: information@cmhassm.com

For Additional Help Contact:

Kids Help Phone – For children and youth ages 5 to 20.
Toll-free: 1-800-668-6868

Good2Talk – For youth aged 17 to 25.
Toll-free: 1-866-925-5454

The National Indian Residential Schools Crisis Line is available to former students of Indian 
Residential Schools and their family members 24/7 at 1-866-925-4419

The Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls Crisis Line is available 24/7 at 
1-844-413-6649

Talk 4 Healing – Indigenous women can get help, support and resources seven days a week, 24 
hours a day, with services in 14 languages.
Toll-free: 1-855-554-4325 Text: 1-855-554-4325

For the latest information on government programs about mental health, 
type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:

https://www.ontario.ca/page/find-mental-health-support
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How to Have and Improve Your 
Digital Presence

Want to improve your social media skills for personal, professional, or 
educational purposes? 

Why Use Social Media?

Social media is an important way most people communicate and a key part of how work gets done.

Social media allows you to do at least four important things:
 
 1. Discover new ideas and trends.
 2. Connect with audiences.
 3. Bring attention and traffic to your work.
 4. Build, craft and enhance your brand.  

The truth is that you can't separate personal and professional use of social media. Whatever you post 
online may be seen by others for years to come. You have the option to protect your privacy and limit 
who sees sensitive content, but it's up to you to be aware about what you post. It is best if you can 
take your social media activity seriously, and think about how it can impact your future.

How to Promote Yourself on Social Media

If you want to have a more professional or more public social media account, here are three tips to 
help you network, stand out, and create an authentic online presence:
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1. Join Groups That Interest You!

From baking to engineering, and everything in between, social media offers a variety of groups,    
pages, and communities! Joining these groups can help you meet like-minded people and 
organizations, which is great for networking. 

Are you passionate about supporting youth and organizations across Northern Ontario to centre    
youth leadership, storytelling, decrease youth social isolation, and increase organizational 
accountability to youth voices? These are the goals of the Northern Lights Collaborative (NLC)!   
(@NorthernLightsCollab  on Facebook).

Whatever your passions are, there are groups out there and ways to reach out, learn, and connect!

2. First Impressions

Whether for LinkedIn, a company website, or other social media accounts, having a professional 
photo or headshot can make a huge difference in how others view you online. Let your personality 
shine through! Often, our photos are the first thing people see when viewing our accounts. So, if 
you’re looking to network for employment opportunities, a professional photo can be a great addition 
to your profile.

3. Be Sincere

Think about your content, be yourself, and be sincere! Often, people will comment simple 
congratulations messages for events, but taking a few extra moments to share a special comment to  
a connection on your platform can go a long way! 

For example, a connection on your platform just got a promotion, and in the sea of “Congrats!” 
comments, you give a few moments for a heartfelt; “Congrats on the new position at (employment)!   
This sounds like a great opportunity for you. I can't wait to hear how your first week goes." Not only  
is this response more personable, but it also gives the option for further connection.

4. Keeping Safe on Social Media

Pay attention to what you post on social media. Information you contribute can be read years later. If  
you wouldn’t tell a stranger about something, it’s probably best if you do not share that online.

You may receive “friend requests” on certain social media programs. If you do not know the person,  
it may be wise not to accept their invite. If you have added someone to your account who may be 
causing trouble for you, you can “unfriend” them, delete them from your contacts, or “report” them  
to prevent further complications.

Everything we put out on the internet is there forever, and even if we keep our privacy settings  
private, things can still malfunction, get hacked, or be shared with or by the wrong people. To learn 
more about keeping your personal information safe online, staying safe from scams, and other tips to  
be safe on the Internet, see “Section 1: Keeping Safe Online”.
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How to Find Online Community Hubs

This tool will help connect you to resources to find funding for initiatives, 
discussions and templates to help you thrive in entrepreneurship, 
advocacy and more!

CatalystsX:

Our mission is to cultivate and accelerate catalysts by connecting them with the people, resources, 
and opportunities they need to survive and thrive. One way we work towards this mission is to create a 
strong network of catalysts working and growing together. Become a member to join in on the Commu-
nity Hub, take advantage of special events, funding opportunities, and more! 

Learn more by visiting the website at:
www.catalystsx.ca

Northern Lights Collaborative:

The Northern Lights Collaborative (NLC) is an Ontario Trillium Foundation Youth Opportunities Fund 
project that connects people across Ontario and Canada. Through means such as programming, 
events, and advocacy, the NLC empowers youth facing barriers to lead, advocate, and contribute their 
voices to their communities.

The NLC works with youth and organizations across Northern Ontario to centre youth leadership, 
storytelling, decrease youth social isolation, and increase organizational accountability to youth voices. 

Check out the NLC on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/NorthernLightsCollab/ 
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Government of Canada Resources:

Federal incorporation – Online federal incorporation: fast and simple

Learn more by visiting the website at:
www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/cd-dgc.nsf/eng/cs06642.html

Procurement Strategy for Aboriginal Business (PSAB) – The PSAB initiative aims to increase 
federal contracting opportunities and to gain access to the overall federal procurement process for 
Aboriginal businesses

Learn more by visiting the website at:
www.canada.ca/en/indigenous-northern-affairs.html

FedDev Ontario – Small Business Services – Indigenous entrepreneur guide to starting a business

Learn more by visiting the website at:
www.feddevontario.gc.ca

Start-Ups and Collaboratives:

Futurpreneur Canada – Business Plan Essentials 

Learn more by visiting the website at:
www.futurpreneur.ca

Startup Canada – Connecting local ecosystems from coast to coast to coast, supporting 
entrepreneurs 

Learn more by visiting the website at:
www.startupcan.ca

Canadian Centre for Aboriginal Entrepreneurship (CCAE) – The CCAE’s Aboriginal 
Entrepreneurship Training Program helps First Nations, Métis, and Inuit people who are interested in 
starting their own business.

Learn more by visiting the website at:
www.ccae.ca
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Indigenous Advancement of Cultural Entrepreneurship (I-ACE) – The Indigenous ACE 
Programs delivers culturally sensitive and community-tailored entrepreneurship education to
support the full participation of Indigenous individuals in the Canadian economy through business 
ownership. 

Learn more by visiting the website at:
www.iamace.ca

NACCA Indigenous Women’s Entrepreneurship (IWE) Program

Learn more by visiting the website at:
www.nacca.ca

The Thunder Bay CEDC (Community Economic Development Commission)

Learn more by visiting the website at:
www.gotothunderbay.ca

NADF (Nishnawbe Aski Development Fund) 

Learn more by visiting the website at:
www.nadf.org

PARO: Centre for Women’s Enterprise

Learn more by visiting the website at:
www.paro.ca
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Google Resources and References

Google for Education

This website has different Google resources with tools created by Google to inspire creativity, 
encourage hands-on learning, and equip yourself with digital skills!

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
edu.google.com/intl/ALL_ca/teaching-resources/ 

Applied Digital Skills

Here you can find videos and lessons for practical digital skills to help you get job-ready in a digital 
world.

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
applieddigitalskills.withgoogle.com/en/learn

G
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Google Docs, Sheets, Slides and Forms

Google Docs

Learn how to create, edit, share, and print work, school, or personal documents with Google Docs. 
Collaborate in real time on your computer, phone, or tablet with anyone with a Google Account!

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:

support.google.com/docs/topic/9046002

Google Sheets

Learn how to work together and use formulas, functions, and formatting options to save time and 
simplify common spreadsheet tasks.

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
support.google.com/docs/topic/9054603 

Google Sheets on Coursera

You can also visit Coursera for free, online courses to help you learn more, and do more with 
Google Sheets.

Google Sheets

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
www.coursera.org/learn/google-sheets

Doing more with Google Sheets

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
www.coursera.org/learn/getting-started-with-google-sheets
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Google Sheets - Advanced Topics

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
www.coursera.org/learn/google-sheets---advanced-topics

Google Slides

Learn how to use Google Slides to create presentations for any purpose.

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
support.google.com/docs/topic/9052835

Work on Google Docs, Sheets, & Slides Offline

How to create, view, and edit files on Google Docs, Google Sheets, and Google Slides while not 
connected to the internet.

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
support.google.com/docs/answer/6388102

Google Forms

“You can create forms, quizzes, RSVPs, and more with Google Forms”. Learn how to create and 
explore Google Forms.

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
support.google.com/docs/topic/9055404 
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Switching to Docs From Microsoft Word

Do you have a document from Microsoft Word that you want to edit in Google Docs? This tool can 
help!

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
support.google.com/docs/answer/9310150 

Switching to Sheets From Microsoft Excel

Do you have a spreadsheet from Microsoft Excel that you want to edit in Google Sheets? Learn how 
here!

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
support.google.com/docs/answer/9331278

Switching to Slides From Microsoft PowerPoint

Do you have a presentation from Microsoft PowerPoint that you want to edit in Google Slides? Begin 
your creative journey here!

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
support.google.com/docs/answer/9310378

Draft Emails From Google Docs

How to use Google Docs to write an email draft and quickly preview it in Gmail on laptops and desktop 
computers.

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
support.google.com/docs/answer/11930385
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Google Drive 

Learn about Google’s “cloud-based storage”, how to use it, and what it covers.

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
support.google.com/docs/answer/9312312 

Share Files From Google Drive

“You can shatre the files and folders that you store in Google Drive with anyone. When you share from 
Google Drive, you can control whether people can edit, comment on, or only view the file.”

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
support.google.com/docs/answer/2494822

Accessibility

Use a Screen Reader on Your Computer

How to use screen readers with different google products.

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
support.google.com/docs/topic/6239407

Type With Your Voice

Learn how you can type and edit by speaking in Google Docs or in Google Slides speaker notes.

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
support.google.com/docs/answer/4492226
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Make Your Document or Presentation More Accessible

When you create a document or presentation, follow the tips below to make it more readable by 
teveryone, including people with disabilities.

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
support.google.com/docs/answer/6199477

Accessibility for Docs Editors

“The Google Docs editors are designed to work with screen readers, braille devices, screen 
magnification, and more.”

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
support.google.com/docs/answer/6282736
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Microsoft Resources and References

Microsoft 365 Basics Video Training

Improve your productivity and learn how to use office apps, like Excel, Word, and PowerPoint 
on-the-go.

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
https://micres.page.link/01

Office Cheat Sheets

Tips and tricks all in one place, from how to use Microsoft Apps to keyboard shortcuts!

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
https://micres.page.link/02

M
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Great Ways to Work with Office

Savvy tips here! View these infographics as PDF files, or download the templates to customize and 
print them as posters or cheat sheets. 

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
https://micres.page.link/03

Microsoft Learn

Whether you're just starting or an experienced professional, our hands-on approach helps you arrive 
at your goals faster, with more confidence and at your own pace.

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-CA/learn/

Simply Windows

Whether you're new to Windows 10 or still trying to master the basics, learn how to do more and 
save time with these short videos from Microsoft.

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
https://micres.page.link/04

 

Common PC and Device Terms

Windows video series aimed at educating people on purchasing a computer/laptop that is best for 
them.

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
https://micres.page.link/05 
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Zoom Resources and References

Getting Started

Learn how to get started with Zoom! From downloading the Zoom client to troubleshooting, find 
what you need here!

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
https://zoomres.page.link/01

Account Management

This is Zoom’s web portal where you can manage settings and users, pay your bill, and more. With 
support tutorials and resources, Zoom can help you understand invoices, security features, and 
help troubleshoot common account related issues.”

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
https://zoomres.page.link/02

Z
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Product Support

The Zoom Help Center has support articles and resources so you can learn how to use Zoom 
product features and resolve technical issues. 

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us

Audio and Video

Learn about settings, features, and troubleshooting for audio, video, screen sharing, and recording!

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
https://zoomres.page.link/03

Learning Centre

Here you can find a library of ondemand tutorials and instructions, as well as live tutorials to help you 
become a Zoom expert.

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
https://learning.zoom.us/learn

Zoom Video Tutorials

“Product walkthroughs and quick reference videos are featured throughout the in-depth training 
courses in Zoom’s Learning Centre. We’ve collected them all here for you as an easy resource to 
find what you need when you need it. Browse by product category below or search the continuously 
growing collection for a specific video.”

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
https://learn-zoom.us/show-me
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Further Reading
For more information, tools, and resources, check out the following 
topics and websites. You will find toolkits, courses, and videos.

Indigenous Health

Find information about health care services and non-insured health benefits (NIHB), careers, how to 
fight drug and substance use, environmental health, food safety and how to have a healthy 
pregnancy.

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
https://furtherread.page.link/01

 

Find Mental Health Support

Mental health is just as important as physical health. Learn about supports available to you, and how 
to get help when you need it.

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
https://www.ontario.ca/page/find-mental-health-support
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How Do I Get a Job?

Consult resources on a variety of topics, from how to get a job to what you should expect once you 
start working.

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
https://www.jobbank.gc.ca/findajob/resources

National Cybersecurity Alliance

Security tips for safe online job hunting. Looking for a job online can be a daunting process, don’t let 
your private information end up in the hands of cybercriminals.

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
https://furtherread.page.link/07

Indigenous ACE

Canada's only Indigenous co-designed and community-delivered entrepreneurship program. The 
Indigenous ACE Program offers courses that will give students the opportunity to learn about and 
use lean start-up methodology to understand target audiences.

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
https://www.iamace.ca/ourcoures

 
Canadian Centre for Cyber Security

The Canadian Centre for Cyber Security (the Cyber Centre) is part of the Communications Security 
Establishment. It is the single unified source of expert advice, guidance, services and support on 
cyber security for Canadians.

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
https://cyber.gc.ca/en

 
Bell

Youtube channel for Bell with some tutorials on Bell products.

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
https://furtherread.page.link/04

Shaw
Youtube channel for Shaw with some tutorials on Shaw products.

To view this resource, type this into your phone or computer and click or tap “Search”:
https://furtherread.page.link/05
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Connections
 Symbols related to connecting to the internet, cellular service, 
and bluetooth.

Symbol Name
Description  

Wifi

A small dot or tower with waves coming from it indicates wire-
less and is one of the most recognized symbols today for a 
Wi-Fi (wireless network) signal.

No Wifi

Wifi is not connected.
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Navigation 
Symbols that are related to navigating web pages or apps.

Bluetooth

A symbol with two and a half triangles pointing to the right is used as 
the official symbol for Bluetooth. Bluetooth lets you connect to Blue-
tooth devices like headphones, printers, etc.

Network

Bars or triangle symbol filled depending on how much connection you 
have to the Network.

Wifi Password Protected

A padlock symbol is used to represent when anything is locked or 
secure. When the Wifi symbol has a padlock, it means  a password is 
needed to access the Wifi.
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Search

A circle with a line going to the bottom right that resembles a 
magnifying glass is a symbol used to represent search.

Home

A home or house symbol is used to represent a method of getting 
to the main area or homepage. For example, on a browser with a 
home symbol button clicking that button takes you to your homep-

Settings/Options

The gear symbol indicates a configuration or settings option. For 
example, many programs use a gear icon for buttons that allow 
you to adjust a program's settings. Online services may use a 
gear icon for the area that lets you change your account settings.

Drop Down Menu

A drop down menu is a vertical list of options. When you roll over 
or click one of the primary options in a drop down menu, a list of 
choices will "drop down" below the main menu.

Cancel

A circle with a line through it is a symbol that represents cancel 
or stop and may be over the top of another symbol. For example, 
a speaker symbol with this over it indicates mute.

Checkmark

The checkmark symbol indicates completion or that something is 
ok. For example, a download dialogue box may show a green 
checkmark when the download is complete.

X

Close current item (Internet browser, pop-up ad, etc.) .
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Forwards/Backwards Arrow

Arrow buttons are used to navigate forwards or backwards 
through a document, wbpage, photos, etc.

Delete

A symbol of a trash can or a recycle bin is a symbol used to 
represent deleting a file or another object on the computer and 
may be a container for any deleted items.

Refresh

Reload the current page, useful if you are waiting for a website 
to update, or if it isn’t being responsive.

Menu

Three horizontal lines above each other are known as the 
hamburger menu symbol. It represents a menu where different 
options can be selected. The options depend on where the 
menu is located.

Zoom in/Zoom out

A circle with a line going to the bottom right that resembles a 
magnifying glass with a plus ( + ) or a minus ( - ) is a symbol 
used to represent zoom in and zoom out. This makes the page 
look bigger or smaller.

Bookmarks

Bookmarking saves a website so you can view them later. Pages 
saved to bookmarks will appear on your bookmarks bar or in 
your bookmarks folder.
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Undo

Undo is a command included in most software programs. It is 
usually found at the top or start of the Edit menu. Undo uses the 
shortcut "Control+Z" in Windows and "Command-Z" in Mac OS 
X. The Undo command allows you to undo the last action you 
performed in the program.

Backspace

The backspace button is represented by the symbol of a box 
arrow pointing to the left containing an X. Tapping this button 
will delete the text on the left of the cursor.

Attach

A paperclip symbol means something is attached - like a photo 
or video - in an email or other communication app. Tapping or 
clicking this when writing an email will let you attach and send 
other files (like photos and videos) in your email.

Share

Send the current page/post/image to other people using email, 
social media,or messaging.

Communication
Symbols related to talking, texting, and connecting with others 
online
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Edit

Change the content of a word document, social media post, or 
other text body.

Add Photo

Add photographs, such as to online applications and social 
media posts.

Email

A mail envelope symbol is used with email and can be used for 
sending an email or shows when an email is received.

Email

A mail envelope symbol is used with email and can be used for 
sending an email or shows when an email is received.

Notifications

By allowing notifications the website, app, or device will let you 
know when something happens, or wants your attention.

Phone

The phone symbol is most commonly used in two ways: Calling 
another phone number, and answering a phone call. Typically,  
swiping a green phone or arrow answers a call, swiping a red 
phone or arrow rejects a call.

Crop

Tapping this symbol will let you “Crop” a picture. When you 
crop an image or photo, you remove part of the image. This may 
involve cutting some of the image from the left, right, top, 
bottom, or cutting out a small part of the image. This can 
change the size and shape of the image.
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Message

In messaging, a speech bubble symbol is used to go to your 
messages. For example, if you get a new message, tapping/-
clicking this symbol will take you to it. If you are on a website 
with a chat feature you can tap/click this to message someone.

Link

This symbol means “Hyperlink” which is a way to connect parts 
of the internet together. Usually people just call them “Links”. 
Clicking or tapping on a link will take you to a website, image, 
or application.

Copy

Copying is the act of duplicating text, data, files, or disks to 
create two or more of the same text or image. Pasting the 
copied information will create a new copy of it.
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Volume

The volume symbol looks like a small speaker/loudspeaker with 
curved lines. The curved lines show how loud the volume is. 
Less curved lines means lower volume, more curved lines 
means louder volume.

Mute

A speaker symbol with no waves, crossed out, or with an "x" 
next to it means there is no sound, or you can click/tap it to 
mute or unmute the sound.

Fullscreen

Make a video/media take up the entire screen.

Play/Pause

Start and stop your current audio and visual media. 

Media
Symbols related to controlling videos, movies, or music.
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Power
Symbols related to the power on your phone, computer, or other 
device.

Power

Turn the phone/computer off or restart.

Battery Charging

A lightning bolt symbol inside of the battery means that the 
battery is being charged.

Battery Level Icon

An outline of a battery filled, partially filled, or with multiple 
bars is a symbol used to represent how full the battery is. As 
you use your battery-powered device, how full the battery is or 
the number of bars decreases to let you know how long until 
your device runs out of power.
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Misc.

Languages

Change the current language of the keyboard or device.

Fingerprint

Apps using fingerprints will show you this to let you know you 
can use your finger instead of a password. If you want to do 
this, you need to set it up first and allow it.

Location / Location Services

Websites and Apps using location services will be able to 
track where your current location is. You can turn this on or 
off in your settings.

Microphone

Turns on your microphone, turns on the phone’s voice typing, 
or tells you an app is using your microphone. For example, if 
this symbol shows on a Zoom call, it means your audio is on 
and others should be able to hear you. If this symbol has a line 
through it, it means the microphone is OFF or not in use.
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Location Pin

A specific location like your home, workplace, or restaurant. 
Whenever you use a map application, you can “set a pin” to 
where you want to go and your device will direct you there.

Print

The printer symbol is used to print documents, PDFs, photos 
etc. Clicking/tapping this symbol shows you your printing 
options (such as black and white or colour, photo, etc.)

Logout / Sign Out 

Logs/signs you out of the account you are logged/signed in to.

Upload and Download

Arrows coming from, and going into boxes are the symbols for 
uploading and downloading. Uploading will take something 
from your device and put it onto the internet. Downloading will 
take something from the internet and put it on your device.
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Common Terms Dictionary 

Security

Cybersecurity

Cybersecurity means protecting systems, networks, and programs from digital attacks. Cybersecurity 
includes all the things you do to stay safe online - like making strong passwords, protecting your 
identity, and knowing how to avoid viruses and malicious software.

Firewall

A security barrier placed between two networks controlling what passes between the two. This 
protects things like your phone or computer from being accessed by others.

Anti Virus Software / “Antivirus”

Software that protects against viruses, Trojans, worms and spyware. Anti-virus software uses a scanner 
to identify programs that are or may be bad. Scanners can find suspicious things on your device.

Virus

A malicious program that can spread by making copies of itself. Computer viruses spread from one 
computer to another, usually without you knowing.  Viruses can have harmful effects, such as 
displaying irritating messages, stealing data, or giving someone else control of your computer.

Trojan

A malicious program that is hidden in legitimate (real) software. 
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Worms

A malicious program that works by itself and spreads through network connections, causing damage 
(e.g. deleting files, sending documents via email, or taking up bandwidth).

Spyware

Software that collects personal information about you without you knowing. They often come in the 
form of a ‘free' download and are installed automatically with or without your consent. These are diffi-
cult to remove and can infect your computer with viruses.

Adware

Software that shows advertisements on your device. Adware can slow down your computer and your 
Internet connection.  

It can also:

 •Install on your computer or in apps without your consent;
 •Use your web browser in order to display more ads;
 •Gather and send your web browsing data to others;
 •Be difficult to uninstall.

Ransomware

Ransomware is a type of malicious software. It is designed to extort money by blocking access to files 
or the computer system until the ransom is paid. Paying the ransom does not guarantee that the files 
will be recovered or the system restored.

Malware

“Malware” (Malicious Software) is a type of software designed to gain unauthorized access or to 
cause damage to a computer. Common forms of malware include computer viruses, worms, Trojans, 
spyware, and adware. 

It can:

 • Scare you with “scareware”, usually with pop-up messages saying your computer has a 
     security problem or other false information.
 • Reformat your computer’s hard drive, losing all your information.
 • Alter or delete files.
 • Steal sensitive information.
 • Send emails on your behalf.
 • Take control of your computer and all the software running on it.
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Phishing

Phishing is the practice of sending fraudulent emails that resemble emails from reputable sources. The 
aim is to steal sensitive data like credit card numbers and login information. It’s the most common type 
of cyber attack. You can help protect yourself through education or a technology solution that filters 
malicious emails.

Social engineering

Social engineering is a tactic that adversaries use to trick you into revealing sensitive information. They 
can request a monetary payment or gain access to your confidential data. Social engineering can be 
combined with any of the threats listed above to make you more likely to click on links, download 
malware, or trust a malicious source.

Password

Combination of characters (letters, numbers, and symbols) you select to secure an account or device.

Passphrase

Combination of random words you select to secure an account or device. These can include symbols 
and numbers if the account allows it, and usually does not have spaces in between the words.

Username

A username is used to identify you on an account, or when using technology. Sometimes a username 
can be your email, or other names or strings of characters (letters, numbers, and symbols) used.

Personal Information / Personally Identifying Information

This includes anything that can identify you - such as your name, address, usernames and passwords, 
and even the names of your pets or places you go on vacation.

Digital Identity

Digital identity includes any personal information you have shared online that can be traced       
back to the real you. 

Password Management Software

A password manager is a computer program that lets you store, create, and manage passwords for 
local applications and online services. A password manager helps you make and retrieve complicated 
passwords.
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Data (Information)

Data is information collected and stored for reference or analysis. This includes your browser history, 
personal information and digital identity.

Privacy Settings

Privacy settings let you choose what information about you others see on social media, websites, and 
on devices. For example, Facebook lets you choose your audience for posts (friends, only me, public, 
etc). 

Multi-Factor Authentication / Two-Factor Authentication

Sometimes called “2SV” or “Two Step Verification”, this lets you add an additional layer of security to 
your devices and account. Multi-factor authentication requires additional verification (like a PIN or 
fingerprint) to access your devices or accounts. Two-factor authentication is a type of multi-factor 
authentication.

Networks and Devices

Network

A network is many devices connected together sharing information. For example, a cell phone is 
connected to a network through the service provider. Your devices are connected to networks through 
things like the Internet, your Wi-Fi, or with ethernet cables.

Wi-Fi

Wi-Fi sends Internet to Wi-Fi enabled devices within a small area. Wi-Fi enabled devices like laptops or 
tablets can connect to the Internet when within range of a wireless network connected to the Internet. 
An area covered by one or more Wi-Fi access points is commonly called a hotspot.

Bluetooth

An industry standard for short-range wireless connections between devices like mobile phones, head-
sets, computers and PDAs.

Mobile Data/ Mobile Broadband / “Data” (Network)

This is a mobile network connection that lets you connect to the Internet when you’re away from Wi-Fi. 
This is a service you can pay for from your mobile phone’s network provider.

Bandwidth

Bandwidth measures how much information can travel through a network connection at one time. If 
you use many devices connected to the Internet, your speed will be slower because only a certain 
amount of information can go through at one time.
.
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Internet Service Providers / ISPs

An Internet Service Provider offers services for accessing, using, or participating in the Internet. This 
includes companies that provide Internet for homes and businesses, or for mobile phones through 
“data”.

Laptop

A laptop is a small computer, usually battery-powered, that can be used almost anywhere. The monitor, 
keyboard, and a touch-pad (flat space used to move your cursor like a mouse) are built into one unit. 
Laptops usually connect to the Internet using Wi-Fi, but some can also be plugged in with an ethernet 
cord for a faster and more reliable connection.

Desktop

Desktop usually refers to one of two things:

 1. Desktop Computer - This is a computer you would use at home, in an office, at a library, or other  
    place where the computer is stationary. The monitor, keyboard, and mouse are all separate and 
    plug in to the computer (often called a “tower”).

 2. The “Desktop” - The main screen on a laptop or desktop computer opens to.

Mobile Device

This includes things like tablets, cell phones, iPods, smart watches, or other portable devices that use 
Internet connections.

Mobile App

An application designed for mobile devices.

Operating System

An operating system ("OS") allows other software to run and prevents unauthorized users from access-
ing the system. Major computer operating systems include UNIX, Windows, MacOS, and Linux. Major 
operating systems used for smartphones and tablets include Android and iOS.

Local Storage

Local storage refers to physical storage. This includes the physical storage on your smartphone or 
computer, USBs/flash drives, or external hard drives.

Cloud Storage / “The Cloud”

Cloud storage refers to a remote database - this means things you save to “the cloud” are saved 
somewhere else. You typically access cloud storage through accounts or other services, like Google.
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Cloud Storage / “The Cloud”

Cloud storage refers to a remote database - this means things you save to “the cloud” are saved 
somewhere else. You typically access cloud storage through accounts or other services, like Google.

Router

A network device that lets your personal electronic devices like computers and smartphones, access 
your internet connection. Routers are usually connected to a modem. Modern modems have routers 
built in so that you need fewer things to access the Internet.

Modem

A modem lets you access the Internet from your Internet Service Provider (ISP). Modern modems have 
a router built in, so that you can connect to your personal electronic devices like computers and smart-
phones.

Navigation

Search Engine

A search engine is a website where you can go to find information on the Internet. This is different from 
a web browser - a search engine interacts with the Internet, and a browser is a program used to 
display websites. Examples of search engines include Google, Bing, Yahoo, and Aol.com.

Home/Homepage

The home page is the default web page that opens when you open your web browser.

Settings

Settings are used to customize apps or programs. An example is to set your homepage to your desired 
page when you open your browser.

Menu / Options

A menu is a list of choices you can pick from when interacting with your device or web page. 
Choosing an option allows you to use different features or do different tasks.

Drop Down Menu

The drop down menu will display a list of options to choose from.

Internet Browser / Browser

A browser is a program used to display websites. Some examples of browsers include Google Chrome, 
Firefox, Internet Explorer, and Safari.
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Window

A window is a feature of web browsers that allow you to view things on the internet. A browser window 
can be viewed in fullscreen or can be scaled down and moved around a device's screen. You may 
have many windows open at once.

Tab

A tab is a clickable area at the top of a window or section that shows another page or area. When a 
tab is clicked, the tab's contents are shown, and any other open tab is hidden. A browser window can 
have many tabs open at once.

Web Page /Page

A document which can be displayed in a web browser such as Firefox, Google Chrome, Opera, 
Microsoft Internet Explorer or Edge, or Apple's Safari. These are also often called just "pages".

Communication

Email (Electronic mail)

Messages sent through an email app to specific groups or individuals.

Social Media

Internet-based programs that allow people to interact with each other. Popular social media platforms 
are Facebook, YouTube, LinkedIn, and Twitter.

Misc.

Location Services

When given permission, location services use a phone’s GPS to provide different functions on your 
device. For example, Google Maps can use your location to help direct you to different locations, show 
you estimated arrival times, and course-correct you if you get lost.

Upload

Transmission of data from a local computer system onto a remote computer system. This is when you 
“put” things from your computer onto the Internet.

Download

Transmission of data from a remote computer system onto a local computer system. This is when you 
“take” things from the Internet onto your device.
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Cache

The cache stores temporary information on your device. This can help speed up a computer, since it 
can help take less time to load websites you use often.

Cursor

A cursor, sometimes called a “pointer” or an “arrow” is a movable indicator on a computer screen 
showing you the point you are interacting with. When you “click”, you select whatever your cursor is on 
top of or pointing at.

Digital Literacy

The skills needed to live, learn, and work online. 

Digital Infrastructure

Everything from network providers to personal devices. These are all the things that allow us 
to connect to the internet.

 • Internet Service Providers
 • Fiber optic cables
 • Satellite
 • Routers and modems
 • Mobile devices
 • Computers and laptops
 • Video game consoles

Cookie

A cookie is a file placed on your computer by a website that lets the website remember your details 
and track your visits. 

FAQ / FAQs

FAQ or FAQs is short for “frequently asked questions”.

.
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